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photo, mt tam + rider?
Pine mountain Truck Road, like the one of Scott in
18? That kind of scene, with Tam in background.
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October 21, 1976 was the first of 22 informal but still seri-
ous races in which baby boomers in their 20s rode pre-
WWII paperboy bikes beyond their limits down a 1,300
foot, 2.1-mile fire trail on Marin County’s Mount Tamalpais. 

Frames bent, parts broke, brakes failed, and the single-
speed gears were fine going down, but not back up. Each
vulnerable or unsuitable part was modified or replaced,
until the state-of-the-art bike had a hodge podge of parts
borrowed from BMX bikes, touring bikes, road bikes, and
motorcycles. By summer 1977 the parts were fine, but the
frames still weren’t. 

So in the Fall of 1977, one of the riders, a 23-year old with
the cool name Joe Breeze, built a frameset using virgin,
state-of-the-art materials, and assembled it with new, trail-
worthy parts. That bike, now known as Breezer No. 1, was
the world’s first fully baked, non-hodgey-podgey, genuine,
bona fide, mountain bike. 

Joe rode Breezer No. 1 fast & hard on his Mount Tamalpais
and in the rockies in Colorado. The Smithsonian borrowed

it in March 2012, and it’s still there. If you could rent that
Breezer No. 1 for a day, you’d feel pretty much what Joe
felt, because bumps, rubble, ruts, and loose dirt haven’t
changed since 1977. 

It’s mountain bikes that have changed. Thru the ‘80s they
were simple: strong frames and forks with big tires, power-
ful brakes, and low gears. They were egalitarian, too. Other
revolutionary bikes have been classist, sexist, snobby, ex-
clusionary, or for the costumed clique, Euro-fawning style
road racers. The early mountain bikes were developed and
refined by racers, but they worked as well for musicians,
farmers, bookworms, and slackers. Normal people who
didn’t ride road bikes rode mountain bikes and had a blast,
and the bikes took a bouncingwithout needing a tune-up. 

Mountain bikes remained simple throughout the ‘80s, but
formal mountain bike racing began in 1983, and drove
physical changes in the bike and attitudes toward riding. By
1990 racing had gone international, and manufacturers
adopted motocross technology to give their racers an edge
mountain bikes on the roughest, fastest downhills, and

Hillybike (HB) or Modern Mountain Bike (MMB)?
At-a-glance: The HB has slender tubes, fat tires, and looks
bikely. The MMB is bulkier, and looks motorcycley.

Purpose: The HB is for all ridig except racing or showing
off. The MMB is for racing, risk, riding at your limits, and
YouTube video riding. Both can be fun.

Technology: The HB is has all bicycle technology. MMB
has motor-envy, says no to nothing. It uses technology
from motorcycles and technology wherever possible.

Versatility: The HB is an excellent commuter, shopper, or
loaded road tourer. The MMB is unipurpose. You can do
other things on it, but it’s hard to rig up with racks or
commuter/shopper-friendly bags.

Uniform: The HB rider wears low-key clothes that suit the
weather. The MMB rider costumes up in logo-rich bike-
specific clothing with built-in crash protection, which he
or she or they will probably need sooner and later.

their bikes an edge on the sales floor. The public’s lust for tech-
nology is insatiable, and each uptick in bike tech left mountain
biking’s flannel shirt, work boots-and-camaraderie roots fur-
ther behind. The simple bike is too boring for the mass market.
It doesn’t work for the high-speed/high-risk stunts that define
modern mountain biking. Modern mountain bikers don’t re-
gard it as even in the same genus. Maybe they’re right.

But to make it clear that our fatty tire bikes aren’t technologi-
cally unevolved mountain bikes or geared beach cruisers,
friend and former employee Roman suggested we call them
hill bikes. We added an i halfway through to make it easier to
say, and capitalized it for importance. Olivier made this logo—

We made stickers patches out of this one, and we sell them
super cheap, but feel free to make up your own. Just please
don’t stretch the definition in the box below. It doesn’t have to
be a Rivendell to be a Hillibike. Any ‘80s mountain bike quali-
fies. (No intent to change its birthright; it can be both.) 

In this brochure we introduce three of own Hillibikes, and
some tips to help you lie low in the woodlands and get the
most out of a Hillibike you still have in the garage, or one of the
three fresh fancy ones you’ll see in here. — Grant

MT Tam for sure, Repack maybe
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mostly sky background so bike pops. shoot for croppability.
have model in background prone,chin on hands, resting on
elbows facing camera maybe 10-15 feet back blurred out
super fuzzy so f2 etc arms balancing bike, maybe peace-sign-
ing, nothing heavy or dumb

Note applying to all of our Hillibikes: They’re (all) more comfortable and easier to control than the early mountain bikes with short wheelbases—especially when, but not only when,
you ride like a Mongolian (see p.8.). Even riding wrong, they behave much better on trails than traditional mountain bikes, and they do so without overmuffling the texture of the
trail, the way a modern mountain bike does. You get honest feedback without feeling handicapped. You’ll feel it, but it won’t sock you so much. You’ll go a hair slower, crash less,
have more fun, and become a better rider. These bikes are exceptional toys and tools for any of the world’s trails, and they’re not visual blights, even on the most beautiful ones.

The Gus Boots-Willsen is our most versatile Hillibike. It weighs a little
more than the Susie/Wolbis on the next page because the tubes are
fatter and stronger, but there’s no dumb weight. For Hillibikers of all
weights and loads to 60lbs.The Boots rides light, and tracks well even
on trails more suited to the noble jackass. 
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It’s like a Gus, but scientistically engineered for riders under 165
pounds and who promise to ride them with loads of 25lbs or
less, and no jumps or canyon-crossings. A Gus for lightweights.
The frames aren’t pounds less than a Gus, only about 12oz less,
and only liars or those with superhuman radar can tell a ride
difference. If you make the weight limit and have no intention
plans for off-road bikepacking or death-defying showoff stuff,
this two-named bike is the Hillibike for you. Also, it uses a quill
stem and has a Riv-standard 1-inch threaded steerer (Gus is
threadless.) One side of the downtube says Susie W. Longbolts;
the other, Wolbis Slugstone—both anagrams of Gus Boots-
Willsen. Note this note: There’s a 50-50 chance we’ll not do the
fillet-brazed versions again. Sorry if you want one and you’re
reading this too late. They’re not easy. A lot’s involved.

We introduced CLEM in 2015, as the ultimate commuter, excel-
lent tourer, and perfectly able trail bike, too. It was all of that.
Those first-round CLEMS ride better than any mountain bikes
I/Grant had ridden, and with recent detail changes, so we now
consider it a Hillibike, too. Here’s how it compares, Hillibike-
wise, with Gus and Susie-Wolbis:

1. CHEAPER. It has more TIG-welding and no fillet-brazing, so
it’s costs less. It and comes complete, and is assembled in Tai-
wan. It is 90 percent as pretty, half the cost, the best value.

2. SMALLER BIG TIRES. The tire capacity is 2.4-inches. Slightly
less than the others, but still way more clearance than on any
of the classic, wonderful bikes of the ‘80s. You can ride a CLEM
on any trail in the world that you ought to be on.

3.MORE AVAILABLE. It’s our most popular bike, so we try to
have them in stock always. In fact, though, there will be four-
month droughts. Plan ahead to avoid personal tragedy.

model behind

model behind
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One of our CrMo forks run over by truck.

There’s a lot of misunderstanding about how a frame’s
geometry (angles, dimensions) influences fit and ride.
Conventional scuttlebutt says a short chainstay makes
a bike quicker; a slack seat tube adds comfort; more
“trail” or less will make your ride better or worse; a
longer top tube stretches you out & is bad for women;
and short femurs need steep seat tube angles. 

I believed all of that for decades ago and helped spread
it to a generation and a half of riders. Back then I
thought that drop bars = performance = wonderfulness
of multiple hand positions = the only way to go. Most
designers still believe that. I don’t, not any more.

Also back then I didn’t understand how a swept-back
handlebar allows you to design a bike that rides better
when you aren’t packed like a fish in a can in a peloton.

I didn’t know how a longer top tube can feel shorter
than a shorter one, or the effects of converging or di-

verging seat and head tube angle. Early on, it struck me
weird that bikes grow taller faster than they grow
longer, but I figured the hallowed brands knew what
they were doing, and knowing how they did it consiti-
tuted learning to me. 

Now I think they were desiging bikes around available
lugs, and they found narrow formulas that worked OK
for certain sized bodies riding drop-bar bikes on the
roads of post-war Europe. They paved the way and
were the turtles on whose backs we now stand and so
on, but we design our Hillibikes with Hillibike numbers. 

We may show the geometries online, but may not. I
have mixed feelings about that, because I think they
mislead people into thinking they can tell how a bike
rides by its numbers, and numbers that vary from what
any given reader’s norm is tend to come off wacky,
even when they make super sense.

Frame design notes

Three things that make a bike work well on trails
1. Long wheelbase. Length adds stability in surfboards, skateboards, cars, skis,
boats, and bicycles. Our Hillibike chainstays are almost half a foot longer than your
garden variety modern mountain bike chainstays, and the bikes ride better for it. 

2. High handlebars. A higher bar makes it easier to keep your weight safe and rear-
ward riding position on steep descents, and is more comfortable on all terrain.
When you hit a bump a higher bar makes it easier to control the bike. Lower bars
are marginally better for climbing, but climbing’s in your legs & technique, not
bars. Be safe & comfy with grips at least three inches above the saddle. 

3. Big tires. Big soft knobbies work great, and any skilled rider should be able to
ride rough surfaces with 2-inch tires and some care and skill. The CLEM fits tires at
least up to 2.4, and the Gus and Wolbis, to 2.8-inches. That’s plenty big.

Made with the best bicycle material in the world
Our frames and forks are made of chromium-molybdenum steel (CrMo)—
the best-for-bicycles, most dimensionally appropriate, toughest, longest last-
ing, most recyclable, and safest frame and fork material in the world.

Safety. CrMo responds to trauma by denting and bending, not shattering or
snapping in half. If it gets hurt by minor impacts, gouges, and scratches, it
tends to slough them off. Carbon degrades with exposure to sun and water;
CrMo doens’t. Any damage or threat to steel is visible because it’s on the
outside, not hidden inside among layers of carbon fabric. That’s why steel is
used for hammers, nails, bridges, the skin of ships, and the guts of rocket-
ship engines. 

Rust and Longevity. There are a dozen or more readily available sprays that
stop or prevent rust on steel, and yet the streets of Europe and Asia are
filled with 50-year old steel bikes that have never been treated or coddled,
and still roll. Spray your frame and don’t fret. Your Hillibike will be ridable
decades after today’s carbon frames are landfill. 

Quality. These Hillibikes are hand-made and built as any production frame in
the world. Our budgeteer Clem has a zero-budget Rivendell crowned fork,
seat lug, dropouts, and groovy head tube rings. Each Gus and Wolbis frame
(not including fork) takes one builder five hours to make. Good frames, all.

this or riding phot, doesn’t have to
relate to geometry

not sure. maybe the same beat-up
fork as in current brochure? or
hammering photo?
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rider photo
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Eight hundred years ago when Genghis Khan and his Mon-
gols ruled the world, they isolated themselves from the
horse gallop below, so they could shoot arrows with half a
chance of hitting a heart, or at least a hip.

Of all riders, Mongols are the most at home on a horse.
Horses give them milk, meat, alcohol, transportation, and
companionship. Mongol parents plop Mongol children on
horses at age two, and in a few years they’re smooth as
Kessler whiskey, gliding over the steppe, no less smoothly
than Arabian children riding magic carpets. 

A Mongolian’s horse is smallish, like a pony. Its legs are
stout, to handle rough-ground galloping without twisting its
ankles and knees. To prepare the horse for a saddle, the
rider lays down a pad of woven horsehair that’s cushy,
breathable, and drains water like a plastic pot scrubber.

On the pad goes the Mongolian saddle, which is nothing like
the long, shallow saddles favored by John Wayne, the actor
and Joe McCarty acolyte who just ambled, full of swagger,
and sat like a sack of rice on his Hollywood horse.

The Mongolian saddle must have been inspired by the local,
two-humped Bactrian camel. It’s short, deep,  U-shaped,
and happens to be made of wood. The front high part is the
pommel (ancient Latin for fruit, but also consider the gym-

nast’s pommel horse). The rear part is the cantle. The high
pommel and cantle prevent flopping forward and backward,
respectively, part of the system. 

Off the saddle’s centerline are strategically located pokey
metal studs—Genghis Khan’s idea, according to scuttlebutt,
to keep his guys riding high, smooth, and fast. Khan is gone,
but the saddle studs live on, at least for now. 

Mongol technique and the U-saddle work because of the
stirrups—the horse equivalent of your pedals. They’re
short, so riders stand high, crotch off the horse, their mus-
cles coiled, ankles and knees flexing but not floppy, as the
horse bounces into the cushion of air below their crotch.
Above the waist, they’re as still as Italian statues. 

This isn’t just history. If you ride trails, it’s relevant. Copy the
Mongols.

When your goals are speed or stunts, you see the land as
your arena, the trail as your impediment. Rather than rise
to the challenge with skill, you descend to it with a tech
bike and protective wear, just in case. The trail isn’t out to
get you, it doesn’t even sense you. It’s just there for you. 

When your goals are travel, exploration, and fun, the trail is
your rideable friend. It’s not sentient, but it’s nothing to
conquer, either.

Can you ride Mongolianiacally on a suspended bike and
combine the benefits of mechanical and organic suspen-
sion? Hypothetically, yes, but at some point the technology
takes over. Tech-bike designers say their bikes enhance your
skill, but they really just tolerate higher speed and less at-
tention. Owning one elicits shopping pride, makes bumps
whac-a-moles.

On a Hillybike, go a little slower on the rough stuff and walk
more on really rough stuff. It’s the original way to ride a bi-
cycle, and it’s exactly how a Mongolian rides a horse. 

To ride like a Mongolian, you need an unsuspended bike.
Suspension interferes by tolerating bad technique. That’s
the point of it. That’s not saying you can’t be skilled with
suspension; just that technology inevitably makes you rely
on it. If you want to rely more on technique—for practical
or philosophical reasons or whatever—get a bike without
tech gizmos and have more fun doing it yourself.

r i d e  l i k e  a  m o n g o l i a n
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Bactrian camels, native to the Mongolian Steppe, predated the Mongolian
saddle but must have inspired it. These camels can drink 30 gallons of
water in one visit to the oasis; they store fat in humps; and are the only
camels that still live in the wild. 

Mongolian saddle with the high pommel and cantle, short stirrups,
pokey spurs to discourage sitting, and still made wood. 

Modern saddle. The flare is like the camel’s rear hump and the
Mongolian saddle’s cantle, just horizontal instead of vertical.  On
bumpy coastable parts, you raise your crotch off the saddle by
standing on the pedals with the cranks horizontal, and on steep de-
scents, lean back and squeeze the flare with your inner things. Easy!

blury three over rocky with distnt hills . most important photo in
brochure let’s pick from many
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Mongol Factology 
Genghis Khan and his 13th Century Mongols didn’t like the sight of blood. They didn’t wash, for fear of fouling the wild water.
Genghis conducted no religious wars, but encouraged people of different faiths to live harmoniously. His god was the “eternal
blue sky.” He killed only necessarily, didn’t torture, and treated his conquests better than their old rulers did, assimilated them
into Mongol kingdom, let them keep their culture and religion, but made them live among and work with others with different
religions. He promoted-meritocratically and favored classlessness.

Though he was their khan, he lived like other Mongols, in a wool felt ger (“yurt,” emerged during the communist rule from about
1921 to 1992). Mongolians didn’t make and sell things or grow food; they hunted, herded, ate a ketogenic diet, and drank too
much fermented alcoholic mare’s milk for their own good. Alcoholism was rampant. During Genghis’s reign (thru 1227), they
were illiterate, yet still conquered the world with small horses, bows and arrows; and with good strategy, defeated armies with
five times as many men. The Mongols once headed toward India but the heat bummed them out and their bows lost snap in it;
so they headed back to the cold in the north, and the deadly snap returned.

The Mongo empire survived by trade along the Silk Road and eventually died on it—of The Black Plague, borne in the blood of
fleas who grew fat on Chinese grain destined to feed people as far away as Italy. It could kill you in a week, and there was no
cure. Trade collapsed, money lost value, rich became poor.

People fled, brought the plague to other countries, and from 1440 to
1500, around 75 million people died of it. Social structures collapsed,
race and land-wars followed, and in the tumult, Genghis’s ways were
forgotten. Differences in religious beliefs became excuses for war,
and the Mongol’s reputation as bloodthirsty, marauders and rapists
came from this post-Genghis Khan time. 

Winter temperatures in Mongolia are -20ºF to -40ºF—making it the
coldest inhabited country in the world. The classic Mongolian ger
(rhymes with hair), is made of wood poles and felted sheeps wool.

For thousands of years Mongolians lived and herded livestock on the
steppe, the pastureland north of the Gobi desert and thousands of
miles long. Half of Mongolia’s 3 million population still herds. Today,
a poor herder has 300 animals; a rich one, 10,000. Mongolia is home
to 70 million herded animals— camels, horses, sheep, goat, and
yaks. Camels carry loads, horses are transportation and give milk for
airag, sheep and yaks yield wool, cheese, and meat. Today’s goats
are Cashmere goats, for the wool Mongolians sell to China. There are
too many goats, and they eat plants root and all, stripping the land.
Steppe animals provide dung for cooking and heat—a symbiotic, sus-
tainable existence for thousands of years..

Russian Communists annexed Mongolia in 1920 and built the capitol
city, Ulaanbataar (pronounced OH lawn BAH tar). Ulaaan means
“red” and bataar, “hero,” but the reds weren’t heroes to Mongolians.
By 1989/90, young Mongolians wanted democracy and independ-
ence, and—long story shortened—won them with a peaceful protest
and hunger strike. 

About half of Mongolia’s 3 million people live in UB—1.5 million peo-
ple in a city with a maximum reasonable capacity of 600,000. They
live in uninsulated gers, slapdash houses and shacks, and in in-
creasng squalor. They move from the steppe to UB for four reasons: 

(1) Health care. UB has doctors; 

(2 )Schools. UB has more and better ones; 

(3) Income security. A hot summer followed by a super cold winter
(known as a dzud), can wipe out a herd, but city jobs (food server,
maid, salesperson) are dzud-proof.

(4) Modernism. Mongolians have tv and the internet. They see what
the outside world has, and UB provides it.

But UB’s weather requires infrastructure that isn’t there. Gers don’t
regulate heat well, and with no dung (UB residents aren’t herders),
they burn coal from mid October thru February, giving UB the most
polluted air in the world. The World Health Organization sets a level
of airbone particulate matter of 75 parts per million (ppm) as dan-
gerous. During the early 2019 California wildfires, the particulate
matter peaked at 300 ppm. In Mongolia during the winter, it gets to
1,000 ppm. Ulaanbataar and those 1.5 million residence need help.
We just, you know, thought you ought to know.
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riding? or something
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Measure Your Pubic Bone Height (PBH)
Break a yardstick in half or just get two of them, and sandwich the
end of a metric metal tape midway between the two pieces, with the
bent tab hanging over the top. Stand unshoed with feet 11-inches
apart on a hard floor. Pull up until the sticks press hard on bone. Have
a friend take the reading on the floor. That’s your PBH, and it’s where
the goddamned magic begins. Ignore this and everything goes to hell. 
Get the right sized Hillibike
If you’re between 5-4 and 6-3 you can ride two sizes equally well.
Refer to this chart. Standover is approximate, based on a high-fat tire.
PBH               74cm - 80cm     78cm - 85cm     82cm - 91cm      87cm - 97cm

Size               50/51 (small)    53/54 (med)     56/57 (large)      59/60 (xlarge)

Standover       25.5 in.          27.3 in.                    28.25 in.              29 in. 

Wheel size      27.5-in           27.5-in.                    29-in.                   29-in.
is there a photo that makes sense for this page?
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some nice photo riding
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Find the smooth route through the rough path
A typical fire trail is about nine feet wide, but the smoothest path through
maybe be 6-inches wide and curvey. Scan as you ride and try to connect the
smooth parts. It’s not art or science or hard-won skill; it’s the same way you
walk a brushy thicket or thick forest or crowded sidewalk.

No matter what, always keep the front wheel rolling
You can’t outrun your wheelbarrow unless the wheel slows down too sud-
denly, and it’s the same with a bike. You can’t flip over a rolling wheel, so no
matter what, when you’re moving keep it rolling. Do it like this—

STEEP BUT SMOOTH DESCENT: Use both brakes, like you would on a road.
Keep your butt back, hanging off the saddle; more than you would on a road.

STEEP BUT ROUGH DESCENT: Slow with both brakes on the smoother parts,
and use mostly rear brake (90 percent or more) on the rough parts. Butt still
back, way off the saddle. There should be photos nearby.

STEEP DROPOFF (like a downstep that’s rideable, not insane): All rear brake
until the rear wheel drops. 

DUSTY OR GRAVELLY TURN: No front brake. You’ll lock the wheel and crash.

Lower your saddle, or at least your butt, for steep descents
If the descent is at your personal comfort steepness, or for a dropoff you feel
like challenging, get off your bike, lower your saddle, and sit way back of it as
your tackle the steep part. In the old days, there was a device (developed by
Joe Breeze and Josh Angel) called a Hite-Rite. The modern way is a “dropper
post.” Both devices assume you don’t want to stop to lower your saddle, and
for a Hillibiker, that may not be a safe assumption. It takes 30 seconds and a
5mm allen wrench, and what’s the rush? 

Alternatively, you can use a seat binder quick-release instead of a standard
5mm bolt. With the quick-release, you can cut the 30 seconds in half, easily.

Sit on your rear rack? It works great when you’re riding down something you
should have walked. Sitting lightly on the rack keeps your crotch off the tire,
puts more weight on the rear wheel, allowing you to brake the rear wheel
more without skidding. It doesn’t work if you have a saddlebag, which...you
should, most of the time. You can go down super steep stuff when you rest
back on a rack; and if you have to bail out, it’s super easy, too.

V-brakes rule
V-brakes are powerful, sensitive, easy to
modulate and set up, and rarely squeal. Disc
brakes win in the market, because manufac-
turers know that buyers will think they’re
better for being like car and motorcycle
brakes, and they’re afraid to not have them
when their competitors do. There are some
conditions that disc brakes win in, but they
require overbuilt forks “thru-axles,” and
braking a big wheel near its center may
work, but it’s near the rim is more effective. (Caption for photo with one of the riders, not Dan, doing something like this, riding the smooth part)

kinda like this, could be identical,
but no need for that
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SCARY: Lower the saddle, lean back, catch the flare of the
saddle with your thighs, and hang your butt off the back of
the saddle to weight the rear wheel and avoid a bad flip.

FLAT: Stand up, off the saddle, cranks horizontal, legs straightish,
body centered. If you pedal, use a high gear to reduce bouncing
and crotch pressure (if you’re on the saddle).

STEEP:  Lean back, squeeze the saddle flare with your thighs, sit
on the squeezed thigh flesh. Dial in the suspension by varying
the squeeze and your weight. Always pedals horizonta

Descend with your butt 

good ones. Briones? should be
steep. could be anywhere, but
must show obvious differences.
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some nice photo riding
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THREEE GOOD HILLYBIKING SHIFTERS

SILVER brand friction-only
SILVER is our brand, and uses the same unequalled mechanism
of the early-’80s SunTour power ratchet shifters. (SunTour gave
up on them, we resurrected them.) The above photo shows
“Keven Position,” first used by surfer Keven, when he worked
here before joining the coffee world full-time. At a glance it
looks too far away, but on Bosco bars you ride in the foreward
grip most of the time (not on descents), so it’s actually not just
convenient, but genius. 

Index shifting is when one click of the shift lever moves
the derailer exactly the right amount to align the chain di-
rectly below the desired cog, making a perfect shift. You
can’t muff index shifting, so when it was introduced in
1985, every bicycle maker went to it, because new riders
are scared of shifting, and indexing obliterates the fear.
Today’s pro racers have never shifted any other way. You
can’t buy a new bicycle without indexing. 

Except here, from us. We’re the only bicycle maker in the
world that still offers its alternative—friction shifting—as
an option; and more than ninety percent of the bikes
we’ve sold ever since 1994 have gone out with friction
shifters. (Some friction shifters have a switch you can flip
between indexing and friction.) 

Friction is easier than either stick-shifting a car or using a
manual film camera, but like both, it puts you in control
and is more satisfying. Most people are prefer tools that
deliver performance without skill. A Cuisinart, a calcula-
tor, and Velcro-strapped kids shoes do that, but they chip
away at skill with a knife, math on paper, and the pre-
kindergarten thrill of mastering the bow-knot.

Friction shifting has a reputation for being the obsolete
hard way. Practice at first on a level road. Pick a shifting
foot, right or left. Shift with foot at 4:30 (or so). Then float
that pedal to 12:00 with little or no pedal pressure on ei-
ther pedal. Shift in hard gears with slow pedal rpm’s so
you notice what’s happening; shift at normal rpm’s, too.
Shift constantly, drill it in. You’ll feel yourself getting it in-
stantly, and you’ll have it for life. 

Three ways to mess up: (1) Shift between 12:00 and 4:29;
(2) Shift when you don’t have enough momentum to float
the pedal up to 12:00; (3) Move the shifter too much or
not enough. Then you have to “trim” the shift, and it
takes only a second. 

Three ways to succeed: (1) Shift at 4:30; (2) before you’re
out of momentum; and (3) Float (no power) for half a
pedal revolution, up to 12:00. 

You’ll still screw up sometimes, because you’re human.
It’s your bike’s way of reminding you—no, you waited too
long, were going too slow, shifted too early, or didn’t float
the pedals half a stroke. Mastery isn’t instant, but comes
fast, and puts you in control of your shifts, fwiw.

Shimano Trigger shifters—indexed only
These are for rookies and experienced riders who just want
to ride. When I/Grant try them on customers bikes, I find
them disturbingly pleasant. But nobody on earth knows what
happens inside when you push the buttons. Not even Shi-
mano engineers. They wave a wand at them, and the uni-
verse makes everything inside works as it ought to. They’re
black magic, mysterious shifting perfection, and addicting. 

Recent shifting history & shifting with your feet at 4:30

When shifting a manual transmission car, you lay off the gas until the shift takes,
and it’s the same when you shift a bike.When you “float” the right pedal, make
sure you aren’t pushing down on the left one. Float both. Finally: the crank
shown is the same crank in two different positions. 

MICROSHIFT brand friction or friction-index flippable
Microshift is a sub-Shimano shifter-derailer maker who does
some neat stuff that Shimano has given up—thumb shifters are
one example. When you use them as Microshift intents, the
right shifter is on the outside of the bar, and has a switch so you
can go index or friction. The left shifter (front derailer) mounts
on the outside and has a light friction power-ratchet in it. WE
use the left on the right and on the inside, as shown. It’s super.
On the left, we use the right Microshift inboard, or a SunRace.
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3 gears + 2 feet = full coverage
Typical modern mountain bikes have single chain-
rings, no front derailer or shifter, and eleven or
twelve rear cogs (1 x 11 or 1 x 12). Fans and manu-
facturers say that compared to a double or triple
chainring, it’s simpler. It depends on how you shift.
Here’s a 2 x 8 or 9 system that even simpler. 

1. Steepest hill climbing gear: Small ring with
biggest cog. And btw, your low gear doesn’t have
to be so low that you can pedal up all hills. Chal-
lenge yourself when you feel like it, but the most
pleasant way to get up a long steep hill is on foot.

2. Most-hills climbing gear: Big ring with big rear
cog. For decades you’ve been told that riding with
the chain on bigxbig combo increases the chain
angle too much and wears out chains and cogs
faster. On long chainstay bikes, the chain angle is
less, so it’s OK.

3. Flat-trail gear: Big chainring with any middle
cog. Whichever cog the chain lands on is good
enough for flat to rolling trails, up or down. You
coast down hills, so you don’t need any high gears
for descents, as you might on the road.

Look at the numbered gears over there: You get
two of the three gears (1 & 2) by slamming —
pushing the lever all the way, until it stops. Gear 3
is an easy shift because you’re shifting from a big-
ger to a smaller cog, and that’s generally a cinch. 

You might use some other gears, but however you
do it, whatever cogs you use, you’ll find that you
don’t need more than a few. Rather than shift con-
stantly as the surface or slope changes incremen-
tally, just pedal a little slower or faster and don’t
get hung up with being in the “proper” gear. 

photo of rider climb-
ing a steep hill?1

2

3

e  e  e    he  he  heone of these
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Tire-picking is easy
The looser the trail, the bigger the knobs; the bigger the bumps,
the fatter the tires.In muck, ride smaller tires with, shallow,
widely spaced knobs so you don’t pick up as much mud. Volume
and pressure matter way more than tread pattern.

Ride strong wheels that last instead of light wheels that don’t
That means wheels with 32 to 36 spokes on 30 to 32mm wide rims and covered with 50 to 60mm tires inflated 15 to 25psi.
These wheels work for riders up to 230lbs on any terrain. If your body + load is over 230lb, make both wheels 36-spokers. If
you weigh under 150lbs, you have a built-in weight advantage and could go to 32-hole wheels, but why?

Our favorite fat tire rims are the 30mm-wide Velocity Cliffhanger and the 32mm-wide Alex DM-24. Wide rims are always bet-
ter, because they keep low-pressure tires centered, for better cornering; don’t get as hot during braking; probably have thicker
braking surfaces for longer wear; and are stronger. 

Teach your thumb 
Use a pressure gauge to learn
what 20psi and 40psi feel like
when you squeeze or thump
the tire, then lose the gauge
and go by feel. A 190lb rider
can ride a 2.2-inch tire 14 to
25psi on rough trails; a fatter
tire, even lower. 

hand grabbing outside tires? or thumbs
or fingers or hands holding them up like
palms against the outer tires?

some variation of this, possibly
with another head or two out of
focus farther back. outdoor shot

Tubed or Tubeless tires?
Tubeless tires resist pinch-flats and seal punctures with the
sealant goop you inject into them. But they aren’t foolproof, and
are much harder to remove and install. If your rim is tubeless-
able, we suggest riding tires that aren’t; otherwise, the fit may
be too tight for easy tire removing. 

Nobody here has strong, across-the-board feelings one way or
another on tubes vs tubeless. Some ride both. Do what you
want; both work..but don’t ride tubeless-compatible rims and
tires with an inner tube. 

like
this?
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BILLIE BARS

Billie was our Will’s grand-
mother, so he had the most
input on this bar. They have
a super long handgrip, so
you get two full-fist posi-
tions. Best with an upstem
of some sort, no longer than
10cm. Super popular bar. 

Width: 58cm

BOSCO BARS
The highest and therefor
most comfortable Hillibar we
got. The 3+ inches of rise
puts off riders who see them
and think of of little kids
bikes, but if you try these,
they may give you religion. 

Widths: 52, 55, 58cm 

MOOSE BARS

Straighter (more flare, less
sweep-back) than a Bosco or
Billie, so if you’re used to
traditional mtn bike bar
styles, this is the one for
you, and you’ll like it even
more. On these Hillibikes,
best with a stubby stem—
5cm to 8cm, or so.

Width: 61cm

holding. from
above? bare
bars? on a bike?

show each kind riding. this close.
how about from above? If we show
close, then can show pics to left
pretty much as is, or at least bare
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Pedals for Hillybiking                                                 
Get any grippy-spikey double-sided platform with lots of sur-
face area, and thin top-to-bottom. BMX pedals are usually
good. Our favorite is the MKS (brand) Grip Monarch. It has
everything: Surface area, replaceable grippy set screws, excel-
lent rock and cornering clearance, reflectors, and the bearings
are smoother after 10,000 miles than they are new. Shoes & Pedals for Hillibiking

Booties or lightweigt hiking boots for cold and muck. They keep stickers
out of your sox, too, so some like them for Summer. Sofia & 

Sneaks for most of the time. Nike Cortez and Adidas Samba’s have been fa-
vorites for generations, but Vans are in there, too. Any sneaker will do.

Jesus sandals. sljfsdlfj

holding. from above?
bare bars? on a bike?

This could be a whole huge shoe
line-up, no feet or anything. flexible,
but show a range. up to 10 styles?
just show a wide range and make it
interesting but not ridiculous

like this. this perfect. try variant?
but this is so good



The first obvious, uncontested bicycles were sold in France in 1867, and had thick wooden
wheels with thick wooden spokes and strip-iron tread. They came to be called boneshakers,
and cost a lot, so only rich people could buy them. . 

Women rode boneshakers, through 1869, when—after Prussia attacked France — England
took over bike production and developed the hollow steel-framed high-wheeler. It became
so popular it was also known as the Ordinary, and sometimes, the Penny-Farthing. But they
were expensive and awkward to ride, so only wealthy and athletic white men rode them.
Women didn’t, because their corsets and fluffy dresses didn’t allow it, and women weren’t
supposed to exercise or move around unescorted, anyway. Poor people, including all black
people couldn’t afford bikes, so as a matter of fact, they didn’t ride them.

White women started riding more in the early 1890s, when the safety bike (like we have
now) and inflatable tires became widely available. Susan B. Anthony famously declared that
the bicycle did more to emancipate women than anything else, but when you throw black
women into the equation, Lincoln beats the bicycle. Black women started to ride only in the
mid-1890s, a few years after white women, when a market for used bikes developed, and
they could be bought cheap. 

When the topic is black people on bicycles in the 1890s, the famous champion track racer,
Major Taylor always comes up. He was black, but didn’t have a typical black person’s life.
From the age of nine onward, he was raised by, worked with, managed by, and made
money for white people. He was successful as a racer and became the highest-paid athlete
in America back then, so he had more money than other African Americans. 

In the later years of the 19th century, some white riders and manufacturers feared more
black people riding would cause cycling to lose its social cachet, so in 1894, the League of
American Wheelmen, the most powerful cycling organization back then) banned black peo-
ple from joining. (That ban was rescinded only 105 years later, in 1999.) But in the late
1890s white adults gave up bikes for cars; and for play, they took up golf or tennis. Those
sports were inaccessible to blacks, because they were generally part of private businesses
which could legally discriminate; and black people couldn’t afford the membership fees and
equipment cost anyway. By this time many black people could afford used bikes,though, but
there was chaos on the streets, with streetcars, horse carriages, pedestrians, cars, motorcy-
clists, and bicycles all sharing the same road. There were no traffic laws at the time, so it
was a free-for-all. 

In the early 1900s when motor vehicles were everywhere, the bicycle market shifted to kids
and the working class, so bikes were cheapened and prices were cut to $15 new for a new
bike. Kids bikes were styled like cars and motorcycles, so they could pretend. At that price,
many black people could afford a new bike, but it would have been demeaning for a black
adult to pedal a child’s toy on roads with racist motorists. And dangerous. If black people
managed to get bikes and ride peacefully on a lightly travelled rural roads, white people in
cars would’ve killed them with two-by-fours.

Why would a black adult ride a bike back then? It wasn’t necessary to get to work. It wasn’t
a fun leisure-time activity. They didn’t have leisure time, and it wouldn’t have been spent in
voluntary exercising if they did. The Ford Model T was came out in 1908, the first car white
people of average income could afford, but at $400+, it was still out of reach for black peo-
ple. When Model T’s came down to $300 or so after WWI, more white people got them. 

Near the end of WWII President Roosevelt signed the GI Bill to reward veterans by subsi-
dized college educations and low-interest home loans. But many colleges were still segre-
gated, and black people were encouraged to skip college and work lower-paying jobs. Many
housing developments were off-limits to black people, so they never bought cheap houses
that appreciated over the decades and made their heirs rich. Racism in hiring was rampant,
and with less education, black people didn’t make as much money. They got the shit assign-
ments in the war, and still suffered from racism in uniform. The GI Bill made white people
rich and kept black people poor, in the city, paying rents to white landlords.

There are lots of factors that affect how we fill our down time, what sports we play, how or
if we exercise, and how we get around town: money, accessibility, role models, and cultural
habits dating to 1492. The bike has been called “the freedom machine” for more than a
hundred years, but it can’t be that for people who don’t have equal access to bikes, roads
and trails, and can ride without fear.

Starting in Spring 2019, we’ve offered, uneasily, something akin to “reparations pricing” to
anybody who can prove they’re African American. This is bound to make some white peo-
ple mad, and black people might assume we think they’re needy (we don’t), or think we
think it makes up for the past (also don’t). If you’re Oprah or Robert Smith, you still get the
deal. The intention is to acknowlege bike industry rules and political laws of the past and
micro-make up for them. If these discounts take off and threaten our existence, or if we get
scolded by African Americans, we’ll take them off the table. I don’t think that will happen; I
think this’ll be much ado about nothing, but just in case.. — Grant

The Bike’s nasty past
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with george?
I got an idea
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All three? Or show an old woman
riding? I don’t know. it should, this
time, match the topic
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Walk up steep hills, tricky hills,
or any hill when you’re tired.
Or when you start to think, this sucks.
Maybe it’s tiredness, weakness, or the
trail is just too intense and it’s going to be
a long day and you’re genius enough to
know that you should save something for
the end of it. Sometimes the trail is of a
rideable steepness, but it’s a technical
challenge, going around this rock, avoid-
ing that loose patch, and so on. 

Walk and enjoy it.

Your legs will love the break, and it’s a
good way to stretch your muscles and
work them out another way. Besides,
when the hill is barely steep enough to
pedal, you can walk it 75 percent as fast
as you can ride it, and walking lets you
look around and think more.

Walking is fantastic and underrated. Walk
up any hill shamlessly.

like this? this OK? shoot again?
show George pushing UP?
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Walk down the hairy hills
Walking is the best way to go down scary
hills, because it’s low-risk and low-stress.
It’s not fun to be scared. It’s not personal
growth, you’re no better for it, and you
could get hurt.

There’s more than one way to walk a bike.
Both hands on the bars, or one on the sad-
dle, too. Brake one or both wheels, or
none? Turn the bike sideways in front of
you and lean on it, or carry it on your shoul-
der? It depends on the steepness, loose-
ness, slipperiness, and so on. If the trail is
really loose, side-step down, or at least
don’t aim your toes straight down the hill. 

hard to beat this, but we can try
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random pic?



Gripping light relaxes
your arms, magically
converting theminto
super effective sus-
pension units. It’s eas-
ier on your hands,
too.But that’s not all.
Try riding moderate
bumpy trails, slight
downhills, with a
super light grip, even
a slight pull UP on the
bar. You’ll see how
stable the bike is with-
out your tight,
clenched input. You’ll
trust your bike more.
Grip medium when
you have to, but avoid
a tight clench.
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On a flattish coastable section of trail, get up
to 10 mph or so and ride over small and
medium bumps and rocks. Aim for solos, so
you can hit one bump at a time and recover
on smooth dirt. 

Hit them with your pedals horizontal, and
rise up off the saddle, so the bike gets
bumped into air, not your crotch.

Gradually add more bumps, more closely
spaced...then on downhills, uphills, around
turns. Two-by-fours on the ground, curbs,
and shallow, wide stairs that don’t go on for-
ever are good substitues.

Remember: The steeper the bumps, the
more you have to push your butt back and
try to hang it low, behind the saddle. And use
the front brake minimally if at all. Don’t lock
the front wheel, or it’s curtains.

Grip light You can’t flip over a
rolling front wheel
When riding steep downs
there’s a tendency to lean for-
ward and brake the front
wheel. No! The combo of
braking and bumps may lock
the wheel and send you over
the bars. Push your butt back
and brake the rear wheel, not
the front.

In loose soil and around
turns, let the front wheel roll.
When it rolls, you cant pitch
over that ol’ front wheel.
We’re saying this at least
twice in this brochure, be-
cause it’s really important.

Smack bumps in practice so
you can handle them when
you’re not practicing.

illustration by JG done

like this but bet-
ter timing?

blurry rolling
front wheel?
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Steer by leaning, and use eyes, hips, and saddle.

high view of rider going around
near 180-deg turn. how to get
up high? need to scope out a
place. shoot wide angle for
sure to show a lot of the curve
of the trail, and put ridge at cor-
ner/apex? 

nothing locked in, let’s just get
good ones, or a good one

You turn a car by turning the steering wheel, and the same way works for a bike at speeds
below 3mph. Above that, you steer a bike by leaning. On slow, sharp corners there’s a bit of
bar turning, but that’s to get the bike to lean, and it doesn’t take much. When you ride around
a hairpin turn, your handlebar turns two and a half degrees at most. 

Here’s how to go around a turn, on road or trail:

(1) Lead with your eyes. When you look at something you tend to move toward it. Like “keep
your eye on the ball.”  Look where you want to go, not where you don’t.

(2) Point with your hips. Rotate them into the turn. It’s like magic. 

(3) Use your saddle like a rudder. For a left turn, press your right thigh lightly against the sad-
dle and point your left knee into the turn. 

we can have multiple photos, or just one
showing all this stuff. might supplement
photo with jongrant illustrations, too.
photo/s can be any size, and if they’re good
enough we won’t need illustrations...althogh
illustrations can emphasize the points.
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will’s thinking about this one
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photo continued from front cover


